CSHE Meeting Minutes October 14, 2020
10:32 a.m.- meeting starts. Jack Wheatley opens, and Jared Erickson introduces everyone
present in the meeting. Meeting attendees include. Kathe Pava, Sophia, Bernie Bajak, Maria
Hegel, Carrie Schneider, Maria Leon, Tina Link, Lorena Nunez, Sophia Ottomanelli, Jack
Wheatley, Jared Erickson, Gil Feliciano.
10:40 a.m.- Jack letting everyone know Ecker Center for Behavioral Health is the fiscal agent of
the coalition. Gil then presents about Ecker. He gives the breakdown of how Ecker and the
coalition work. Gil also provides the history/story of Ecker and the overview of programs and
services offered. He finishes with showing the coalition sector members and the action
groups.
11:00 a.m.- Jack now goes in more detail about the action plan. Gil says, “I cannot stress how
important these action items are.” These are the objectives needed to get done in the 2020-21
fiscal year. Gil is now asking members who wants to be in charge of each action item. He goes
on and explains what each action step is, so each member has a better understanding. Bernie
Bajak suggests going on the radio and help promote our coalition and get our name out there.
Marija Hagel suggests getting emailed the action plan so members can sign up when they have
more time, and not right on the spot.
11:25 a.m.- Executive committee report-There is a P.O.C. in the finance department. We have
solidified a financial report. There is a conflict due to the coronavirus which means the
awarding/funding for years 6-10 has been delayed, so we are still waiting on the status of that.
Tracy Johnson will be doing a training next coalition meeting. Lastly, the volunteer appreciation
event has been postponed because not enough people could make it.
11:35 a.m.- Jared gave a STOP Act report. He touched on the remaining action items that
needed to be completed before the end of last fiscal year. He talked about how members can
help this fiscal year by letting him know things they may want posted or shared via social
media. He also talked about upcoming events that were happening. Drug Take Back Day and
tying of red ribbons for Red Ribbon Week. If anyone wanted to volunteer, they could sign up
via sign up genius or send an email to Jared.
11:45 a.m.- Gil provided his DFC report. Election results. Gil is part of the citizens’ advisory
board. Recap of the webinar that CSHE hosted. “Addiction and Prevention During Covid-19:
Current Trends in Opioids, Alcohol, and Marijuana. There are new members of the coalition:
Maria Leon, Maria Leon, Carrie Schneider, Lt. Matt Udelhaven, Lorena Nunez. Gil finished with
a recap of the CSHE board training held in September via zoom.
11:50 a.m.- Implement consent agenda to help save time and be more efficient.
11:55 a.m.- open floor- Kane County Health asking residents to take Kane County Community
survey at kanehealthcounts.com.
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